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ABSTRACT
In the computer vision field, semantic segmentation represents a very interesting task. Convolutional Neural Network methods have shown their great performances in comparison with other semantic segmentation methods. In
this paper, we propose a multiscale fully convolutional DenseNet approach for semantic segmentation. Our approach is based on the successful fully convolutional DenseNet method. It is reinforced by integrating a multiscale
kernel prediction after the last dense block which performs model averaging over different spatial scales and provides more flexibility of our network to presume more information. Experiments on two semantic segmentation
benchmarks: CamVid and Cityscapes have shown the effectiveness of our approach which has outperformed many
recent works.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, semantic segmentation represents is very
active topic in the computer vision field. It aims
to group image pixels into semantically meaningful regions. It has been used for many applications such as video action and event recognition
[Wal10a, Ben11a, Ben14a, Ben14b, Mej15a], image
search engines [Wan14a, Ben10a], medical imaging
[Kay17a], augmented reality [Alh17a], image and
video coding [Ben11b, Ben12a] and autonomous
robot navigation [Lin17a]. In recent years, a big
gains in semantic segmentation have been obtained
through the use of deep learning. In particular,
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) methods
[Lon15a, Bad15a, Jég17a, Wu16a] have given good
semantic segmentation results due to their high capacity for data learning. As a result, many CNN variants

have been developed such as Fully Convolutional
Network (FCN) [Lon15a], deep fully convolutional
neural network architecture for semantic pixel-wise
segmentation (SegNet) [Bad15a], Wide Residual
Network [Wu16a] and Fully convolutional DenseNet
(FC-DenseNet) [Jég17a]. Specifically, FC-DenseNet
method has substantially outperformed the prior state
of the art methods on many datasets of the semantic
segmentation task.
In this paper, we propose a Multiscale FC-DenseNet
(MS-DenseNet) which exploits the success of FCDenseNet [Jég17a] for the semantic segmentation.
Our method is built upon the FC-DenseNet and it
is reinforced by integrating a MultiScale Kernel
Convolutional (MSConv) layer after the last Dense
Block (DB). The idea behind the use of multiscale
kernel is inspired from [Aud16a]. Indeed, this layer

aggregates information from 3 parallel convolutions
with different kernel sizes in order to collect different
spatial contexts. Moreover, it ensures more flexibility
of our network to presume more information. Our
MS-DenseNet was tested on two challenging benchmarks for semantic segmentation: CamVid [Bro09a]
and Cityscapes [Cor15a] datasets. It has significantly
improved the segmentation accuracy compared to all
reported methods for both datasets.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The related works are reviewed in section 2. Then, in section
3, our proposed MS-DenseNet for semantic segmentation will be described. In section 4, the experimental
results are presented for the two semantic segmentation benchmarks. Finally, in section 5, conclusions and
some future directions are given.

2

RELATED WORKS

Due to the importance of the semantic segmentation,
different methods have been developed such as: Graph
based methods [Pou15a, Zha14a], Sparse Coding based
methods [Zou12a] and CNN based methods [Lon15a,
Bad15a, Jég17a, Wu16a]. In this section, we will focus
our study on the CNN based methods [Lon15a, Bad15a,
Jég17a, Wu16a, Bra16a] since they have shown their
good performance and given the best segmentation and
recognition results in recent works. The powerful of
each CNN variant depends on the network architecture
which makes two categories. The first category concerns the CNN methods that have been developed for
classification task and extended to the semantic segmentation. The second category groups the encoderdecoder based CNN methods. These CNN methods are
composed of two main parts. The first encoder part
is similar to the architecture of the conventional CNN
methods without neither the fully connected layers nor
the classification layer. While the second decoder part
is added in order to map the low resolution feature maps
of the encoder to complete the input resolution feature
maps. This is conducted for pixel-wise classification.
For the first category, image segmentation is conducted
using adapted version of the classification oriented
CNN methods. Long et al. [Lon15a] have proposed
a Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) method. This
method consists of replacing the fully connected layers
by convolutional layers with very large receptive
fields. This will allow to detect and extract the global
context of the scene and output spatial heat maps.
It has been built upon AlexNet [Kri12a], VGG-16
[Sim14a] and GoogLeNet [Sze15a]. Figure. 1 presents
the FCN-AlexNet architecture. In addition, a ReSeg
[Vis16a] method was proposed. This method has
extended the ReNet [Vis15a] classification method to
the semantic segmentation. It is composed of four
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) which retrieve the

contextual information by scanning the image in both
horizontal and vertical directions. Then, the last feature
map is re-sized by one or more max-pooling layers.
Finally, to presume the probability distribution over the
classes for each pixel, a soft-max layer is used.

Figure 1: Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) architecture
Despite their success, the extensions of the conventional CNN methods did not succeed to overcome the
problem of learning to decode low-resolution images to
pixel-wise predictions for segmentation. That is why,
an encoder-decoder architecture was proposed. SegNet
[Bad15a] is an example of encoder-decoder methods
(see Figure. 2). It is composed of two symmetric parts
where the decoder is an exact mirror of the encoder.
The encoder part is composed of 13 convolutional layers inspired from VGG-16 [Sim14a] method. Then, the
encoder has a corresponding decoder part with 13 layers which maps the low resolution feature maps of the
encoder. Finally, a soft-max classifier is used in order
to produce class probabilities for each pixel independently.

Figure 2: Example of SegNet architecture
Besides, the Efficient Neural Network (ENet) [Pas16a]
has been introduced as an encoder-decoder CNN
method which has a large encoder and small decoder
parts. Each block in ENet architecture is composed
of three convolutional layers. Batch Normalization
(BN) as well as the Parametric Rectified Linear Unit
(PReLU) has been placed between all convolutions.
In addition, DeepLab [Che14a] applied an atrous

convolutional with up-sampled filters for dense feature
extraction. This method exploits deep CNN and
fully connected conditional random fields in order to
improve the localization performance. Their main
idea is to incorporate larger context by enlarging the
view field. Moreover, a Dilated convolution method is
proposed in [Yu15a] with a dilated filter. This dilated
filter is adapted to dense prediction without losing
the resolution. It is composed of dilated convolutional layers which aggregate a multiscale contextual
information.
Recently, Simon J. et al. have proposed an FCDenseNet [Jég17a] method which transformed the
existing classification model DenseNet [Gao16a] into
fully convolutional one. FC-DenseNet is composed of
11 dense blocks (DBs) with five DBs in the encoder
part, one DB in the BottleNeck (between the encoder
and the decoder) and 5 DBs in the decoder part. In fact,
each DB is composed of BN, Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) layer and a 3×3 convolutional layer. Besides,
the DB integrates direct connections from any layer to
all subsequent layers. In the encoder part, each DB is
followed by a Transition Down (TD) transformation
which is composed of BN, ReLU, a 1×1 convolutional
layer and a 2×2 max pooling operation. The layer
between the encoder and the decoder is referred to
as bottleneck. However, in the decoder part each DB
is followed by a Transition Up (TU) transformation
which is composed of a 3×3 transposed convolution
and a stride equal to 2. The transposed convolution
consists on upsampling the previous feature maps.
Then, the feature maps outputted from the TU layer
are concatenated together with the feature maps
received from the skip connection. The result of this
concatenation will form the input for a new dense
block. Finally, a 1×1 convolutional layer followed by
Softmax classification method are used to give the per
class distribution at each pixel. Figure. 3 visualizes the
architecture of FC-DenseNet with only 5 DB, 2 TD
and 2 TU.
Among the reported methods, FC-DenseNet [Jég17a]
has experimentally proven its power for many image
segmentation benchmarks. That is what encourages us
to build our proposed method on the FC-DenseNet.

3

PROPOSED APPROACH

The central idea of our MultiScale fully convolutional
DenseNet (MS-DenseNet) is to take advantage of the
FC-DenseNet [Jég17a] method while using multiscale
Kernel prediction for the semantic segmentation task.
Indeed, a MSConv layer is added to ensure more flexibility of our network and to presume more information. It is conducted to boost the performance of our
network. Table 1 details the architecture of our MSDenseNet method.

Figure 3: Fully convolutional DenseNet architecture
with only five dense blocks. "c" stands for concatenation and interrupted lines are skip connections.

3.1

MultiScale Fully Convolutional
DenseNet Architecture

As it can be seen in Table 1, our MS-DenseNet is build
from 96 convolutional layers: one convolutional layer
in the input, 38 layers in the encoder part, 15 layers in
the bottleneck, 38 layers in the decoder part with one
MSConv layer and one convolutional layer at the end
(See Table 1). First, the input image is passed through a
standard convolutional layer with 3 ×3 receptive field.
Then, 5 DBs are conducted in the encoder part, one DB
in the BottleNeck and 5 DBs in the decoder part. As
shown in (see Figure. 4), each DB is composed of BN,
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layer and a 3×3 convolutional layer. The DB integrates direct connections from
any layer to all succeding layers. In the encoder part
each DB is followed by a Transition Down (TD) transformation (see Table 1). Each TD is composed of BN,
ReLU, a 1×1 convolutional layer, dropout (with p =
0.2) and a 2×2 max pooling operation (see Figure. 4).
In the decoder part each DB is followed by a Transition Up (TU) transformation. Each TU is composed
of a 3×3 transposed convolution (stride=2) in order to
compensate the pooling operation (see Figure. 4). In
order to perform model averaging over several scales,
MSConv layer is conducted after the last DB. Finally,
a convolutional layer with 1 ×1 receptive field and a
Soft-max layer are used to determine the inclusion of
each pixel to each class.

MS-DenseNet
Configuration
3×3 Conv
4 layers
Transition Down
DB
5 layers
Transition Down
DB
7 layers
Transition Down
DB
10 layers
Transition Down
DB
12 layers
Transition Down
DB
15 layers
Transition Up
DB
12 layers
Transition Up
DB
10 layers
Transition Up
DB
7 layers
Transition Up
DB
5 layers
Transition Up
DB
4 layers
MSConv
MultiScale Convolution
Convolution
1×1 Conv
Segmentation layer Softmax

Encoder

Layers
Convolution
DB

Decoder

Bottleneck

Table 1: MS-DenseNet Architecture

3.2

MultiScale Kernel Convolutional
Layer

Following the multiscale convolutional architecture
used in [Aud16a], we have applied a MSConv layer
(see Figure. 5) in our method. This layer performs
3 parallel convolutions using different kernels with
1×1 , 3×3 and 5×5 receptive fields contrarily to FCDenseNet [Jég17a] method that uses only one kernel
with 1×1 size. As a result, three different feature maps
will be obtained. They will be concatenated together
into one feature map. By a conducting these three
parallel convolutional layers, our model will aggregate
the predictions at different scales while giving only one
prediction output. Using MSConv layer, our network
becomes more flexibile to presume more information
and it will improve the segmentation accuracy.

the segmentation performance. The IoU determines the
similarity between the ground-truth region and the predicted region for an object present in the image. The
mean IoU (mIoU) is simply the average over all classes.
The IoU is defined to a given class c, predictions (pi )
and targets (ti ), by:
IoU(c) =

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we will provide the experimental details.
Our proposed method was initialized using HeUniform
[He15a] and trained with RMSprop [Tie12a], with an
initial learning rate of 0.001. Our approach is evaluated on two datasets used as benchmarks for semantic segmentation: CamVid [Bro09a] and Cityscapes
[Cor15a]. For these two datasets, the Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) is used as a metric to measure

(1)

where ∧ represents the logical "and" operation, and ∨
represents the logical "or" operation. The IoU is computed by summing over all the pixels i of the dataset.
Besides, our MS-DenseNet method was implemented
using the publicly available TensorFlow Python API
[Aba16a].

4.1
4

∑i (pi = c ∧ ti == c)
∑i (pi == c ∨ ti == c)

CamVid dataset

Cambridge-driving Labeled Video Database (CamVid)
[Bro09a] is one of the most commonly used semantic
segmentation dataset with 32 semantic classes. In fact,
only 11 classes have been used for our experiments:
sky, building, pole, road, sidewalk, vegetation, sign,
fence, car, pedestrian, cyclist and void, in order to compare our system to recent methods [Lon15a, Pas16a,
Bad15a, Vis16a, Ken15a, Jég17a, Yu15a]. This dataset
contains 701 semantic segmentation frames: 367

Figure 6: Samples from CamVid dataset

Figure 4: Different blocks of MS-DenseNet: the layer
used in the model, the Transition Down (TD) and the
Transition Up (TU).

[Vis16a] which takes the advantages of RNN, gives
low results less than 59%. Similarly, SegNet [Bad15a]
which is an encoder-decoder based model, has given
weak results because of the inefficient CNN configuration used. However, despite the improvement done
by using Bayesian filters within the Bayesian SegNet
[Ken15a] method, the result is still limited. This
network suffers from the speed degradation problem.
Besides, Dilation [Yu15a], which has incorporated
long spatio-temporal regularization to the output of
FCN-8 to boost their performance, has given promising
result with 65.30% mIoU scores. Among the state of
the art methods, FC-DenseNet [Jég17a] has given the
highest mIoU score (66.90%). It is based essentially
on DenseNet [Gao16a] classification method. That
is why our MS-DenseNet method followed the same
architecture while integrating MSConv layer. Adding
MSConv layer has given a very promising result.
It gives an mIoU score gain of 1.21% compared to
the FC-DenseNet method and reaches 68.11%. It
proves more that our MS-Densenet architecture is very
promising.
Model

Figure 5: MultiScale Kernel Convolutional Layer
frames used to train the network, 233 for testing and
101 for validation. The size of each frame is 360×480.
Figure. 6 visualizes samples from CamVid dataset. Our
MS-DenseNet method was trained with image crops of
224×224. The maximum mIoU score has been reached
with 225985 steps with 256 batch size.
Table 2 presents the mIoU scores of our method in
comparison with the recent semantic segmentation
methods in the literature. ENet [Pas16a] has given a
lower result than other methods. In addition, FCN-8
[Lon15a] has also failed to give acceptable segmentation results. This can be explained by the fact that
the spatial invariance does not take into account useful
context execution information.
Moreover, Reseg

mIoU (%)

ENet [Pas16a]

55.60

FCN-8 [Lon15a]

57.00

ReSeg[Vis16a]

58.80

SegNet [Bad15a]

60.10

Bayesian SegNet [Ken15a]

63.10

Dilation [Yu15a]

65.30

FC-DenseNet [Jég17a]

66.90

MS-denseNet

68.11

Table 2: Results on CamVid evaluation set

4.2

Cityscapes dataset

Cityscapes dataset [Cor15a] consists of 5000 images
split into three sets: 2975 images for trainings, 500 for
validation and 1525 for testing. It has a high image
resolution 2048×1024 with 19 classes. Figure. 7 visualizes samples from Cityscapes dataset. The optimal

result has been reached when the number of steps was
431425 with 256 batch size.

Figure 7: Samples from Cityscapes dataset
Table 3 presents a comparison between our method
and the other reported methods performances on
CityScapes. Similarly to the CamVid dataset, ENet
[Pas16a] and FCN-8 [Lon15a] have given weak results.
Moreover, Dilation [Yu15a] method has given a 67.10
% mIoU score. Furthermore, different ResNet [He16a]
based models such as DeepLab [Che14a], wide-ResNet
[Wu16a] have given 70.40% and 78.40% respectively.
Indeed, our MS-Densenet method has overcome all
state of the art methods by a margin of 0.8% compared
to the best reported one and gives 79.20%. This result
confirms one more time the strength of our method.
Model

mIoU (%)

ENet [Pas16a]

58.30

FCN-8 [Gar17a]

65.30

Dilation [Yu15a]

67.10

DeepLab [Che14a]

70.40

Wide-ResNet [Wu16a]

78.40

MS-denseNet

79.20

Table 3: Results on CityScapes dataset

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, a MultiScale FC-DenseNet method is proposed. It is built upon the FC-DenseNet while adding
MultiScale kernel Convolutional layer. In fact, a MultiScale Kernel Convolutional layer is integrated after the
last dense block in order to give a rich contextual prediction as well as to improve the results. Our method
has been experimentally validated on two semantic segmentation benchmarks and has shown very promising
results. Our plan for the future work is to improve our
MS-DenseNet by optimizing its architecture.
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